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Nomenclature
Symbol

Description

Units

A

Cross sectional area

m2

B

Beam (waterline)

m

d

Draft

m

Mass displacement

t

Fn

Froude number

L

Length (waterline)

m

LCB

Longitudinal centre of buoyancy

m

LCG

Longitudinal centre of gravity

m

P

power

W

v

velocity

m/s or
knots

∇

Volumetric displacement

m3

VCG

Vertical centre of gravity

m

t

Plate thickness

mm

ρ

Density of water

kg/m3

Cm

Midship coefficient

Cb

Block coefficient

Cp

Prismatic coefficient

Ca

Waterplane area coefficient

Introduction
The client company invites tenders for the preliminary design of a vessel intended primarily for fisheries research but is to be readily adaptable for
seabed survey and oceanographic research. The vessel is intended to function on a commercial charter basis within Australian coastal waters. The
vessel will be based and registered in the port of Hobart. Budget allocation for the capital cost (vessel as delivered) is limited to a maximum of
AUD 12 million.

The general requirements
Area of Deployment

Australian coastal waters (continental shelf)

Registry

Australia (Hobart)

AMSA Survey
n. miles to seaward

USL Class 2B (Non-passenger Offshore

Classification Society

Det Norske Veritas

Maximum LOA

< 35.00 m

Service speed (full load)

12 knots in sea state 3
9 knots in sea state 3

Dynamic Positioning

Auto (zero redundancy)

Endurance

21 days

Range

3000 n. miles

Deck load rating

2.5 tonnes/m2

Crew

8

Operations) < 200

Special personnel

16

Additional requirements:
Crane

A crane with a 20 t-m capacity is to service the primary

Survey/utility launch
A tender craft having the ability to facilitate inshore
depths down to 1.0 m is to be provided.
The probable length of this craft is 6 – 8 m.

working deck area.
survey in water

Similar Vessel Survey
The similar vessel survey was conducted by studying current fisheries research and oceanographic vessels. Figures 1 and 2 show how the vessel
that has been designed compares with other vessels of its type. The trend line from these figures gave an initial starting point for the design. The
marks in red show where the concept design fits compared with other vessels in the similar vessel survey.

Figure 1 - Length to Breadth Ratio

Figure 2 - Length to Draft Ratio

It can be seen by the above two plots that the preliminary design proposed sits slightly above the trend line for the data. This was largely due to the
fact that the vessel required a larger complement than existing vessels and also the required endurance and range was longer. Therefore it was
decided that the displacement required would need to be larger than most of the vessels surveyed. The principal particulars of the concept design
can be seen on the next page.

Principal Particulars
Table 1 - Vessel Particulars

General Hull Specification
Displacement

506.2

t

Volume (displaced)

493.87

m3

Draft Amidships

3.7

m

Immersed depth

3.752

m

Length Overall

35

m

Length Between Perpendiculars

31.5

m

Length Rule

31.6

m

WL Length

32.925

m

Beam at Amidships

8.83

m

Beam max extents on WL

9.354

m

7.5

m

Prismatic coeff. (Cp)

0.623

-

Block coeff. (Cb)

0.427

-

Max Sect. area coeff. (Cm)

0.716

-

Waterpl. area coeff. (Cwp)

0.794

-

LCB length

16.197

from zero pt. (+ve fwd) m

Depth Hull form

LCF length

14.31

from zero pt. (+ve fwd) m

Length:Beam ratio

3.52

-

Beam:Draft ratio

2.493

-

Deadweight

455.06

t

Propulsor Particulars

Refer to Appendix K
9 knots - 175kW

Required Power

Classification
Endurance/Range
Compliment

12 knots - 720kW
DNV, SOLAS, MARPOL, AMSA Survey
USL Class 2B
21 days / Over 31 Nautical Miles
24

Hull form
From the combination of a similar vessel survey, the design brief and some initial calculations some concept designs for the vessel were devised.
The basic hull type chosen was a monohull with a soft chine. This basic design was further developed through more in-depth research and third
party insights. Figures 3 and 4 are lines plans of two initial concepts that were developed.

Figure 3 - Initial Displacement Hullform

Figure 4 - Initial Displacement Hullform Adopting a Bulb

The biggest difference between these two designs is the implementation of a bulbous bow for the second design. This seemed to be a great
addition to the design, as it would have ensured many added benefits if performed correctly, such as:


Better fluid flow around the hull causing a reduction in resistance and hence an efficiency increase for the overall ship



Better Seakeeping capabilities such as reduced rolling motions and reduced slamming effects.



Possibilities for installation and better efficiencies of a bow thruster

More in depth research was done on the bulb which determined that bulbs only work for certain speed ranges. As this vessel will operate over with
varying speeds the addition of a bulb will not be advantageous as the cost would far outweigh the benefits on the overall performance of the
vessel.

Even though this was the case, both hull forms were run through Hullspeed for the operating speeds of 1 to 12knots. In addition to the previous
issues, it was determined that Hullspeed was unable to accurately predict the resistance of the bulbous bow. As the first hull form had similar
shape to the second (without the bulb) it was chosen as the design. It also had a low resistance, which ultimately helped in making a final decision.
A few refinements were made and finally, a final concept design was obtained, shown in Figure 5. A larger drawing can be seen in Appendix H.

Figure 5 - Final Hullform Design

Resistance
This hullform being a displacement hullform was analysed through Hullspeed using the ‘displacement’ methods. The methods of analysis that
were initially selected were that of Holtrop, Van Oortmerssen, Series60, Compton and Fung. It was determined through research and an analysis

of the results that Holtrop would be the best prediction method to use overall. This was because unlike many of the others it considers and predicts
wave-making resistance far more accurately. Through research it was also found out that this method was used for resistance prediction of similar
vessels. The resistance and power estimates were determined for an efficiency of 55%. This percentage was chosen as it is recommended practice
that this is an accurate figure of the ships propulsive efficiency. The results of this analysis can be seen below in Figure 6 and Figure 7 below.

Figure 6 - Holtrop Resistance

Figure 7 - Holtrop Power

The limitations to this method were that the waterline length was a bit low and the beam was a bit large. This meant that there would be a small
discrepancy in the results. This was accounted for by adopting a 10% error range when using the results for any decisions such as engine selection.
In comparison to other similar hull forms the powering requirements determined were very similar and any discrepancies could be accounted from
the method used. Some of the extra resistance can be understood as this hullform was a compromise between Seakeeping capabilities and
resistance. This will be detailed more thoroughly later in the report.
Remedial actions to improve the overall efficiency will be discussed below in the recommendations section of the report.

General Arrangement
The general arrangement was configured using the product of the similar vessel survey, in combination with logic and rationale. Each deck is
outlined below with rationale behind their arrangement.

Accommodation Level
General Bathroom
 Located near amidships to minimize motions thus maximising safety in the area. Minimizing motions also allows for passengers to use the
bathroom in calmer conditions. This takes preferences at amidships minimal motions for this room are desired.




Located next to the engine room bulkhead. This will help to reduce the noise heard in the cabins located forward.
Consists of two showers. This is to ensure that more than one person at a time is capable to use the showers if need be, and that there isn’t
a long wait for the showers.
Two WC’s are also included within the general bathroom. This is to ensure that more than one person is capable to use the WC at any one
time.

Four- Person Berths
 Located forward of the general bathrooms. This is once again very close to the amidships hence the motions experienced within the vessel
should be minimal.
 There are only three four-person berths and each one slightly varies. This is to accommodate for variety and comfort for the passengers.
 Consist of two double bunks that house four passengers in total. This provides some privacy, as only four people will be cabined together
at any one time.
Two Person Berths
 Similarly to the four-person berths the two-person berths can be located at the amidships as the motions experienced here will be very
low. This is extremely important as rested personnel are happy personnel.
 The two, two-person berths have been integrated into the design to allow for certain separation and isolation if need be. An example of
this can be the separation between the female and male personnel.
 The two person berths are composed of one double bunk, a big cupboard and also a table to allow for personal stowage and independent
work if need be.




Secondary Bathroom
The secondary bathroom has been included into the design as a backup bathroom that can be used for emergencies and or special needs.
An example of these needs is separating the female personnel with the male personnel therefore creating a male and female bathroom.
This bathroom is located forward of all of the accommodations as it will be used as a secondary bathroom hence the general time spent in
use will be minimal.
Storage





Due to fact that the storage will be hardly used by the personnel, the storage is located aft of the amidships furthest towards the bow. This
is due to the fact that, at this location the motions experienced will be most sever and will have hardly any effect on the personnel on
board.
This location of this area proved to be the most efficient use of space.
The storage compartment is separated by a bulkhead and is accessed by a door.
Laundry




This location is beneficial as the motions in this area will be at a maximum; therefore a minimal time spent in this area is extremely
desired.
The laundry consists of two industrial washing machines and two industrial driers and a sink. This is to allow for all of the necessary
washing to be done in a quick and efficient method.

Medical Bay
 This location is beneficial as the medical bay will only be used in emergencies therefore the motions experienced in this room can be
neglected.

Main Deck
The Main Deck is a multi-purpose deck which has large working areas as well as ample room for passengers to relax and the chef to cook. The
specific rooms on this deck were chosen as they are areas which are well used, thus must be in an area of the vessel which is not susceptible to
large motions. The galley and the mess are obvious choices to be placed on this deck as well as scientific areas such as the Wet and Dry labs. The
stores are located here as they need to be near the galley for easy access and the workshop is placed as close as possible to the access to the engine
room to allow for the engineer to conduct his work easily. The stern deck has a large deck area free for activities such as trawls, fishing etc. There
is plenty of bench space for any work that needs to be conducted and freezers are in reach for freezing biomass for scientific purposes.
Galley
 Located near amidships to minimize motions which maximises safety in the area. Minimizing motions also allows for chef to work in
calmer conditions. This takes preferences at amidships over other rooms because the whole complement is happier when good food is
provided.


Located near the funnel. This provides a short distance for the ventilation of the galley before reaching the stacks.



Conjoined with the mess allowing easy manoeuvring at meal times.



Large bench space. This provides room for the chef to prepare his food and also room for storing food for meals. A fridge, oven, stove,
microwave, deep fryer and sinks will also fit into this bench space.



Overhead cupboards provide storage for all the cooking utensils chef needs. (i.e. pots, pans, cutlery, mixing bowls etc.)



Sufficient deck area which allows room to never feel cramped even when meals are being served.



Fire fighting equipment will be able to be stowed in here as the galley is at a high risk of fire danger.



Located adjacent to the stores, this allows the chef to get his supplies without walking a long distance.

Mess
 The mess is conjoined with the galley. This deck area was chosen as it provides minimal motions while still being situated adjacent to the
galley. This area will also be a fair distance from the working deck, thus minimizing any noise and bad smells that come from that area.


An open layout which will allow minimal congestion for the passengers during meal times and while the chef is cooking.






One long cupboard/bench area which has a sink for washing and drinking purposes while the other is mainly used for storage of some
food that can be eaten without preparation (i.e. snacks). Other uses may include storage for plates, bowls, cups, utensils etc. Coffee and a
hot water machine will also be located in this bench area.
The tables have been spaced out evenly to maximise free deck space. Bench seats will provide safety in rough weather and un-tethered
seats may move around.
A couch and a television area have been supplied in the small area near the stairs. This provides an area where passengers and crew can
relax while still being near other people to socialise.

Stern Deck/Working Deck
 This deck is the main working space on the vessel. It contains large areas of bench space as well as storage units and sinks.


Net Drum is located relatively aft opening up the area forward to be used for research and organising items.



Large deck area for the trawl catch to be dumped while still allowing enough room for duties to be undertaken on both the starboard and
port sides.
Access into the main superstructure as well as stairs leading to the upper deck. There will be hatches down to the engine room, rudder
rooms and to the aft freezer/fish hold.




The fish hold is located off this deck and has enough room to store 21 days’ worth of fish from the trawls. It will also provide room for
extra stores that cannot fit in the cool and cold rooms.



Gate opening up through the side of the hull to allow boarding on and off the vessel.



An A-Frame has been built on this deck which will allow the vessel to be easily adaptable for hydrographical survey as stated in the brief.

Workshop
 Workshop is located at the stern of the superstructure. This takes up room near amidships which is usually used for congregation/work
areas however the workshop is needed directly next to the engine room. Thus the access to the engine room is through the workshop.


Located underneath/adjacent to the funnel which provides good ventilation for all machinery work undertaken.





Two access points and one access point to the engine room. One door is out to the stern deck while the other is into the main hallway.
These provide two means of escape in an emergency. Having two doors between the engine room and public access areas is also preferred
for safety reasons.
One door opens inwards (safety in an explosion) while the other opens outwards (safety in a fire).



Bulkheads are located forward and aft of the workshop. This is required by DNV rules as the workshop is classified as a machinery space.
The aft bulkhead will be a watertight bulkhead while the forward bulkhead will only be fire tight.



Bench space covers two walls providing sufficient room to work as well as storage room for tools and machinery.



One of the walls is free for tools to be hung/a machine to be located (i.e. a drill press etc.)

Wet Areas
 Located adjacent to the stern deck/working area thus allowing ease of access when coming inside and a place to undress from wet clothes
without walking through the vessel.


The Wet Lab is an open area without a door which incorporates both a work space as well as storage space for wet weather gear. A
partition creates more room for hanging clothes while also cordoning off an area that can be used for scientific research with biomass or
other wet items.



Bench located in the Wet Lab which will allow for the scientific/experimental work stated above



A sink is located in the Wet Lab which is also located next to the access point to the stern deck. This allows for an area to clean and wash
as soon as you come inside from working on the stern deck.

Dry Stores
 Located at the forward port corner of the main deck. This area has been placed forward as a minimal amount of time is spent there, thus
motions are of no consideration. Large amount of storage space on all but one wall allowing for enough food to be stored for the 21 days
maximum time spent at sea.


The refrigeration unit for both the cool and cold rooms is stored in here as it can be placed in here with minimal impact on the design of
the room.



Only one access point again as emergency evacuation from this room is not needed. However access to the emergency escape hatch is
through this room.



Located adjacent to the galley, this allows the chef to access this room easily.



A smooth flow for when the ship is loaded as the path to access the room is directly up the aisle from the stern deck. This is also the same
for both the cool and cold rooms.

Cool Room and Cold Room
 Located as far forward as possible on the starboard side as this is an area that is sparsely used. They are close to the galley which again
allows the chef to access the stores easily.


Large enough deck space to allow enough food to be kept refrigerated for the whole voyage. If more refrigeration is needed, other units
are located at the stern of the vessel.



Access points are into the mess/galley deck room which will allow for a direct route when loading the vessel at beginning of the voyage.

Air Condition and Refrigeration Units
 Located against collision bulkhead. While this means it will be a long way to run ventilation back to the funnel, at the aft end of the
superstructure, the benefits of moving this space forward overcome the negatives.
 Has an access door for maintenance and inspection of the air-con units.


Refrigeration unit is adjacent to the cool and cold rooms minimising the distance for cabling.

Water Closets
 Two water closets on this level. One is located at the aft end of the superstructure while the other is located near the stairs.


The aft water closet would be mainly used for people when they are working on the stern deck. As it is so close to the entrance from the
stern deck they will not have to take their wet clothes off before reaching the toilet.



The toilet forward is near the mess and couches. This means that passengers will not have to walk far to relieve themselves when relaxing
in the mess.



Both toilets have their own sinks.

Crew Deck
The crew deck was designed focused upon functionality and the comfort of the crew members. This deck had to accommodate 8 crew members
including that of the Master and the Chief Engineer. It has a suitable walkway width and two exists; one to the starboard side and the other to the
port. These can also provide extra ventilation if required.
Masters Cabin
 This was located on the forward starboard side of this deck. It was located heavily on tradition as well as for his many years’ experience at
sea; which enables him the ability to withstand severe motions.
 The cabin has been supplied with all the luxuries that a Master should have such as:
o A double bed
o Sufficient cupboard space and
o A quiet area which includes a desk that he will be able to work at with no distractions if required.


A flaw with this location has been noted with it being located so close to the stairwell. The adjoining walls will be heavily insulated so the
noise will be cancelled out.

Chief Engineers Cabin
 This cabin has been located on the forward port side. Again located upon tradition and ability to handle motions due to experience.


Includes similar to the Master but with a larger desk and only a single bed. This gives him a quiet room in which he can draw up anything
that he needs to construct.

Bathroom
 The bathroom includes two showers, a basin and a toilet. It has been kept down to the bare essentials so that there is sufficient space in all
of the cabins.


These meet the requirements set by DNV.

Generic Cabins
 The rest of the cabins have been split and accommodate the rest of the crew. Each room is provided with sufficient storage and bed space
set by that of DNV.



There is also suitable floor space for moving about the cabins comfortably without the feeling of being claustrophobic.

Aft Crew Deck
 As the vessel is intended to be docked on the port side the crane has been located on the port side.



It has a 16.7m reach and over 23t-m capacity which satisfies the required criteria of the client.
It also has the ability to reach over and launch the workboat from the starboard side of the vessel. This is beneficial as it will be able to be
launched even when the ship is docked.



The trawl winches are also located on this deck level.



This allows for extra workspace on the main stern deck, but it also means that the chains protruding from these winches are at a safe
distance from head level on the stern deck.



Two life rafts have been located so that they are able to be launched if required with ease.



They are located on opposite sides of the deck for safety reasons.



The gangway has been located so that it folds up against the exhaust funnel. This will mean that it’s out the way when in operation, but it
also means that it can be secured so that it won’t fall down when underway.



The workboat has been located so it is easy to launch and also prepared before launch with supplies etc. It has been propped up on a small
framing system so that the crane is able to secure and lift it easily. This framing system also enables the workboat to be secure when the
ship is underway or in rough weather.

Bridge
The bridge was designed taking a more modern approach. The main design drivers were for better visibility from the bridge both when in
operation but also when operating the deck crane. Another design driver was to keep the bridge as a working area for the scientists on-board.


The equipment that has been included in the bridge will be kept modern so that it doesn’t waste space. This allows some of the equipment
to be used for multiple purposes which makes functions easier to perform and manage. This allows for more space in the bridge for other
purposes. It also limits the weight in the bridge which will in turn lower the centre of gravity allowing for better Seakeeping performance.



The vessel has been designed to dock on the port side. Taking this into account the stairs have been located on the starboard side of the
bridge. This allows for better portside visibility when conducting operations and docking. As an added benefit; the stairwell barrier will
only go to waist-height. This gives for better vision over the stairwell. To make this area safe additional hand railing will be installed.



Located at the aft end of the bridge is the aft deck crane operations area. The window at this area will be angled so that there is better
visibility of the aft deck. This will be beneficial when conducting everyday operations on the aft deck. When trawling this area will also
provide a safe haven so that if anything goes wrong the operator overlooking will be able to get everyone off the aft deck but still be safely
located and able to overlook the deck.



There will be a minimum walkway width of 800mm around the bridge. This amount of space allows for adequate walking area, but also
leaves enough space for a fully developed bridge.



There will be an additional stairwell at the forward end of the bridge going down to the foredeck. This will act as a quicker means of
accessing the bow deck and also an extra emergency exit. This will also help when cleaning the external areas of the bridge.



The stairwell will link up with a deck that protrudes from the forward end of the bridge. This additional deck area again will assist in the
cleaning of the bridge, mainly windows etc.



The main forward control panel will be kept off the wall. This allows for access behind it if need be for better vision or for cleaning for
example.



With the reduction in equipment magnitude it allows for greater desk areas to be installed. Desks located near the Master can be used
specifically for mapping, if instrumentation isn’t going to be used for this purpose. Also allows for drinks (coffee) to be placed.



As there is a lot of space desks with computers around the outside of the aft end will be installed. This will be used for research by the
scientists. Below these desks will be shelves for storage.



A large open space has been located centrally to the room will be installed. This was included due to the versatility of such an vessel. No
specific task has been designed to operate in this area therefore it has been left open to accommodate any need of the vessel. It can be used
additional lab spaces, work and research, meetings, even coffee breaks.



Additional benches were located at the aft end of the bridge. These allow for individuals to view operations on the aft deck from a safe
area. They also double as extra storage as the seat will fold up.

The navigational equipment that will be built into the control panel is listed briefly below:










GPS
Chart Plotter
Depth Sounder
Marine Surface Radar
Navigational Radar
Sonar
Weather instrumentation
VHF radio
HF radio

Further investigation into equipment would allow the design to be more specific in which area of the control panel different instruments will be
stored.

Engine Room







The engine room has been placed on the same level as the accommodation deck. This one continuous deck helps to provide longitudinal
strength to the vessel.
There are three access points to the engine room with the main one being through the workshop on the main deck. Two other emergency
escape hatches open onto the stern deck. These must be watertight.
The engine room has been designed with enough deck area to capacitate all the machinery of the vessel. Machinery located in the engine
room include: (Main Engine, Auxiliary Engine, Generator sets, Reverse Osmosis Machine, sewage Treatment plant, Pumps and Batteries
etc.)
A walkway has been integrated into the engine room design which will allow the engineer to access all the machinery without having to
navigate through the piping, wiring and everything else associated with an engine room
A workbench has been placed which will provide an area for the engineer to work on without having to go up to the workshop.

Tanks
The tanks have been designed to accommodate the needs of the vessel for its maximum time spent at sea stated in the brief of 21 days. The fresh
water tank was sized to be able to look after vessel for four days (without any water saving techniques). Accompanying the fresh water tank a
reverse osmosis machine has been placed on the vessel. This machine can produce enough fresh water for every passenger if running all day.
Details of the reverse osmosis machine can be seen in Appendix K. The grey water tanks were sized to be able to accommodate three days of
sewage (without any water saving techniques). A sewage treatment plant has also been incorporated into the design. This gives the vessel the
ability to purify the sewage and pump overboard without leaving the continental shelf and still applying with MARPOL conventions. If need be
the grey water can be purified and is drinkable, but this is not desired for the obvious reasons. This is only in case of emergency or water shortage.
Fuel tanks have been designed to the minimum size required to power the engines for the 21 days at sea. By not equipping the vessel with overly
large tanks the required displacement will not be exceeded. The tanks have been split into 4, with two main tanks located near amidships to reduce
trim, a smaller tank located forward and a daily service tank located just near the forward engine room bulkhead. By splitting the fuel into more
than 1 tank it provides redundancy to the vessels systems. So if one fuel line was to fail other options would still be available for the vessel.
The tanks level has a main opening down the centreline of the vessel which allows access and soundings to be done by the engineer. This access
area also provides access to the bow and stern thrusters motor.

Vessel Safety
Fire fighting Equipment
The necessary fire prevention protocols have been implemented, but in case of fire smoke alarms have been fitted to every single room to alert the
complement of fire. Every floor has also been fitted with at the very least one fire extinguisher including an extra fire extinguisher for the engine
room.
Included is a fire pump that can deliver a minimum flow rate and pressure as specified by SOLAS. These pump outlets can be found at the stern
deck, bow, main deck, lower deck and engine room accompanied by the necessary hoses.
Located in the galley are the required fire blankets for cooking fires. Also the galley and engine room are equipped with fire-resistant linings on
the walls to prevent fire spreading.
There shall be fuel and ventilation shutoff valves located on the outside of the engine room door and also located in the bridge to enable the
caption to shut off the fuel and or oxygen.

Safety equipment
The lifesaving equipment satisfies the DNV and SOLAS standards. All safety equipment on-board will have regular maintenance checks to make
sure it is all in functioning order. The included equipment is as follows:











Four 12 person life rafts (Life rafts are to be provided for all persons the craft is to carry, double the amount has been supplied in case
certain areas of the vessel are unreachable in an emergency)
A lifejacket with light and whistle is to be provided for all persons on-board
Life vests for all persons on board for when operating on the stern deck
Two lifebuoys with smoke and light and one lifebuoy with line (minimum)
Twelve parachute signals are to be provided
One line-throwing apparatus with 4 rockets and lines
One day-light signalling light with independent source of power
One radar transponder
EPIRB (406MHz)
Parachute distress rockets (×3)













Red handheld flares (×2)
Orange hand held smoke flare (×1)
Two two-way VHF radio telephone
Immersion suits are to be provided for all personnel on-board
Sextant
Binoculars
Barometer
Code flags
Charts for operating areas.
Radio HF single side band
Bilge pump (×2)

Propulsion System
The propulsion system that was adopted came was decided through a few aspects. Initially it was the similar vessel survey which enabled the
propeller option to be further explored to be implemented for this design. With this in mind the hull form was run through Hullspeed so accurate
resistance could be addressed.
The method of propulsion that was determined for this vessel was that of a single screw controllable pitch propeller. This was determined to be
one of the more efficient, but also cost effective methods of propulsion. It also allows for shallower draft as no large appendages will be
protruding from the hull, as that of azimuth thrusters would.
The benefits of a controllable pitch propeller over that of a standard propeller include:


As the blades can be rotated in different directions the vessel will be able to run more efficiently at a variety of speeds and load conditions.
This will ultimately be beneficial for this kind of vessel as well as lead to greater fuel saving abilities.




Don’t require a reversing gear. Saving money to install and maintain these components.
Controllable pitch propeller can be very manoeuvrable. This is as they can change the direction of thrust quickly without slowing down the
propeller rotation speed.

A single propeller was chosen as the vessels aperture was large enough to fit the required propeller diameter. It is commonly known that the larger
the propeller and the slower you rotate it the more efficient the vessel will be, thus the single propeller was decided upon. Also by adopting a
single propeller it will mean that only one engine is required. This means space within the vessel can be used for other things such as better
machinery equipment such as purification systems.
This mode of propulsion was deemed viable after the resistance of the hullform was determined through Hullspeed. As seen in Figure 7 it was
determined that for a maximum speed of 12 knots approximately 720kN of power would be required (790kN if taking into consideration
prediction uncertainties). Therefore the engine was chosen to be the CAT 3508B seen below in Figure 8 with details outlined in Appendix K.

Figure 8 - CAT 3508B Marine Propulsion Engine

The engine shown above was determined to be the most efficient and compact engine for the requirements determined. The engine produces a
maximum power of 820kW while still being fuel efficient using only a maximum of 197l/h.
As dynamic positioning was a requirement for this vessel the adoption of a secondary propulsion system would need to be implemented. This was
achieved by the inclusion of bow and stern thrusters. Thrusters with a radius 1.1m were calculated to be able to give the power required by our
vessel. Therefore two identical Rolls Royce Tunnel Thrusters with a shared electric motor (V-DPN 300kW) was selected for this. An example of
one of these thrusters can be seen below in Figure 9 and its particulars are attached in Appendix K. From the similar vessel survey and from initial
calculations approximately only 150kW would be required so these will enable further powering against wind, tide etc. This will enable dynamic
positioning to be achieved in all conditions.

Figure 9 - Rolls Royce Tunnel Thrusters

Machinery
As the vessel’s primary role is that of a workboat, equipment and machinery have been installed in different parts of the vessel. A list of the main
pieces of machinery and reasons for choosing them is listed below.


Crane – The crane was chosen based on the design brief. A 20tm crane was needed and the one selected has a capability of 23tm. The
crane also has a reach of 16.7m which therefore is able to service the whole working area of the vessel even though the crane has been
located on the port side.



Trawl Winches – The trawl winches selected have the capability to operate under large loads. As large catches may be required by the
vessel these winches have a high load capability while also being relatively light.



Net Drum – The net drum was chosen due to its large range of loading capabilities. It was also the correct size for the likely trawl this
vessel will be conducting, while also being small enough to not intrude on the stern deck working area.



Reverse Osmosis Machine – This machine was decided upon as it has the capability to provide enough fresh water to service the whole
complement (and more) if running constantly. The machine is also small enough to be placed into the engine room.



Sewage Treatment Plant – The sewage treatment plant was selected as it has the capability of purifying the whole complements water
usage, while also being small enough to fit comfortably into the engine room.



Main Engine – Reasons stated in the propulsion system section



Generators – The generators have been selected to singularly power the whole vessel while running alone. Two generators have been
installed as the generators will last longer if they are not run constantly. Thus, the vessel’s power will be produced from both generators,
one resting while the other works to increase the lifetime of the machine.
Auxiliary Engine – The auxiliary engine selected has enough power to service both bow and stern thrusters at one time while still being
fuel efficient.




Workboat – The workboat chosen is 7 metres long and fits on the aft starboard corner of the crew deck. It is made from aluminium thus is
resistant to damage if collisions occur with the main vessel when unloading in a heavy sea state. The workboat has a small draft and would
be able to operate in the shallow depths as stated in the brief. It is able to seat a maximum of 8 people thus allowing for a sufficient number
of scientists to board while also having room for equipment if needed.





Pumps – Enough room has been left for pumps to be placed into the engine room. Pumps would include bilge, fuel, fresh water, black and
grey water, fire fighting etc. Further research will need to be conducted in order to identify how much room this would take up and what
specific pumps are needed
Batteries – As stated before enough room has been left in the engine room for a cell of batteries to be placed. More research is needed to
decide upon which batteries and the exact number.

Each machinery item listed above has their specifications listed in Appendix K.

Structural Design
Material
The ship will be constructed completely from ABS Steel. This is because weight isn’t an issue with this vessel so no lightweight expensive
materials need to be implemented. Steel will give the required strength and rigidity that will enable it to perform in any conditions without the fear
of failure. Steel is cost effective for a vessel of this type and seemed the most suitable for the ship.
Ship Framing System
There are three main types of structural layouts when reinforcing a ship. They are the longitudinal framing system shown in Figure 10, transverse
framing system depicted in Figure 11, or a combination of both. For the purpose of this vessel the combination system of framing will be adopted
though it will be heavily based upon the transverse system.
A longitudinal framing system has an advantage in vessels with a very high length to depth ratio, in which they undergo large longitudinal bending
stresses. Since the 35 metre vessel has a maximum depth of 7.4 meters, a sole longitudinal framing system will not be the best option as large
bending stresses will not occur.
A transverse framing system as stated by Thomas (2005) may be used quite successfully in small pleasure craft, inshore and harbor service craft
and in smaller fishing vessels. As the fisheries research vessel is similar to a smaller fishing vessel with a low length to depth ratio a transverse
system was the better solution. However to a certain extent the vessel will need to be strengthened longitudinally due to deck loadings and
operations.
A solution for this problem is to combine the two systems into a combination system. This was achieved by using a transverse framing system
with still achieving some longitudinal strength by implementing longitudinal stiffeners.

Figure 10 – Longitudinal Framing System (Examination Notes for Marine Officers 2010)

Figure 11 – Transverse Framing System (Tritton, 2008)

Material, Spacing of Frames and Scantlings
The materials, scantlings and frame spacing were all calculated by using the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) rules governing ship structure.
A summary of the final framing particulars obtained can be seen in Appendix B. The ABS rules were used to govern these decisions as they were
the most simplified rules to follow for this assignment.
Even though the calculations include a safety factor in some cases it was determined that the some of the numbers obtained didn’t seem realistic
which meant further research. In these cases the DNV rules were checked. In most cases the numbers calculated by following DNV were more
realistic so they were implemented instead of ABS so that the structure passed both criteria. Finally a completed structure was obtained which the
drawings can be seen in Appendix I.

Things to note by this structure:


All structural members intercept with at least one other member.



The frame spacing is 500mm



The deck stiffeners are all equally spaced (1300mm), hence line up with parallel decks and the stiffeners on the solid watertight and engine
bulkheads.



The deck stiffeners on the main deck line up with the superstructure.



Deck girders terminate at the frame back from where they intercept with the forward end of the hullform.



Bracketing is involved every second transverse section to help reinforce the deck plates.



Central girder goes the full length of the vessel.



Intercoastals terminate in a similar way to the deck girders.



Breast hooks are used at the bow of the vessel

The minimum required section modulus as calculated using ABS rules is 0.1m^3. Using the methods outlined through Module 4 (Furness, 2012)
the section modulus was obtained to be a minimum of 0.6 which is a lot larger than required. Therefore the designed vessel passes the criteria in
this aspect. This can be seen in Appendix C.
The required deck load of 2.5 tonnes/m^2 was included in the calculations for the thickness. A safety factor is implemented by the rule
calculations so the force that the deck can take exceeds this loading. Due to the transverse and longitudinal deck stiffeners this deck should be able
to easily maintain this constant/recurring deck loading.
The weight estimates and basic configuration was produced using Workshop. This was achieved by generating plating, stiffeners, frames and
stringers into their respective locations. Materials and thicknesses were then assigned and an accurate weight of the structure was obtained. It was
then exported into Rhino so the cross section could be better represented and a superstructure could be included. An image of this can be seen
below in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Structural Member Design

Appendix C also shows the magnitudes of the moments on the vessel due to hogging and sagging. As the sagging moment was larger it was used
to determine the bending stress associated in the deck and keel. This was determined to be 5.2kN compressive force in the deck and 6.6kN tensile

force in the keel. As steel was used for the material these forces are almost negligible compared to the yield stress. This is due to how small
overall this vessel is. This will mean that the structure implemented should be able to withstand any sea state, environmental impacts associated
with its operation.

Vessel Areas and Volumes

Table 2 - Approximate Area and Volumes of the Vessel

Area (m2)

Volume (m3)

77

-

10.4

-

Average 8.5

-

5.6

-

Dry Stores

-

25

Cold Room

-

9

Cool Room

-

13

Aircon./Refrig. Room

9.1

-

Mess/Galley

39

-

Workshop

9.3

-

Laboratory

6

-

Wet Area

5

-

Room
Bridge
Captains Berth
Crew Berths
Crew Bathroom

Stern Deck

137

-

Medical Bay

4.6

-

Laundry

5.6

-

S.P. Bathroom 1 (Forward)

5.5

-

Berths (4-person)

Average 9.1

-

Berths (2-Person)

6.5

-

S.P. Bathroom 2 (Aft)

11.6

-

60

-

Fish Hold

-

70

Main Fuel Tanks

-

33

Engine Room

Small Fuel Tank

14

Fresh Water Tanks

-

19

Grey & Black Water Tanks

-

11.7

Daily Service Tank

-

5.3

Lightship Weight Estimate
In order to successfully obtain accurate hydrostatics and Seakeeping results for the vessel a lightship weight estimate has been carried out, the
following table consists of the gross lightship weight estimates. A more detailed lightship weight estimate can be found in Appendix D.

Table 3 - Light Ship Weight Estimate

Item

Displacement (tonnes)

Accommodation Level

4.57

Main Deck

22.44

Crew Deck

5.07

Engine Room

14.85

Bridge

.95

Pumps

.3

Propeller

6

Anchor & Chain
Solas Gear

2.032
.3

Fire Fighting Gear

1.46

Super Structure

21.2

Internal Components

26.5

Structure

144.2

Miscellaneous

70.36

Winches

21

Work Boat

1.2

Personnel & Effects

3.9

Total

339.2

Hydrostatics
The following Hydrostatics Analysis was conducted using Hydromax. Inputs such as the displacement and VCG were obtained from the
previously conducted weight estimate. The analysis was based on three different load cases and scenarios and these are listed below.

On Departure (Refer to

Appendix E – Hydrostatics on Departure)
This analysis is based on the following load case:


Fuel tanks and stores are at a 100% full.



Black and grey water tanks are empty.



All Equipment is stowed away and not in use.

On Arrival (Refer to Appendix F – Hydrostatics on Arrival
This analysis is based on the following load case:


Fuel tanks and stores are depleted to 10%.



Black and grey water tanks filled up to 90%.



All Equipment is stowed away and not in use.

Worst Case Scenario (Refer to Appendix G – Hydrostatics for Worst Case
Scenario)
This analysis is based on the following load case:


Fuel tanks and stores are depleted to 50%.



Black and grey water tanks filled up to 50%.



The crane is extended to its maximum and is lifting its maximum allowable weight.

All of the results for the above scenarios can be found in Appendix stated above.
It can be seen that in all three load cases the vessel passes all of the required IMO criteria.
Therefore the vessel meets all of the requirements for safe operating.
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Seakeeping
Since the vessel must be able to operate at a speed of 12 knots in sea state 3 and 9 knots in
sea state 4 within the Australian Coastal Waters, a Seakeeping analysis must be performed.
By completing this analysis, a clear image can be depicted of the effects that the different
wave heights, vessel speeds and modal periods have on a vessel in regards to the vessels
stability.
In order to obtain the required wave data from the BMT wave statics website (BMT 2012),
the area of deployment first had to be chosen from the following that can be seen in Figure
13.

Figure 13 - BMT Fluid Mechanics Global Wave Statics

Due to the fact that the vessel will be registered in Hobart (Australia), the assumption was
made that the vessel will generally operate around the Tasmanian waters. Therefore the wave
data for location 4 was used and is present in Table 4.
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Table 4 - Wave measurements for proposed coastal operational zone for the months of
January – December (Global Wave Statistics Online)

For the analysis, the required wave heights that must be tested for vary from (0m – 1.25m)
and (1.25m – 2.5m) as specified by the client. Looking at Table 4, it can also be seen that the
for the required wave heights, the zero crossing periods that are most relevant are 6.5, 7.5, 8.5
as these are the waves that the vessel will have the greatest probability of encountering.
Therefore the analysis inputs are as follow.

Table 5 - Analysis Data

Significant wave Height (Average)

Zero Crossing (Average)

1.25

6.5

7.5

8.5

2.5

6.5

7.5

8.5
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Seakeeping Results
Table 6 - Seakeeping Results
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Having completed the Seakeeping analysis, it can be seen that the bridge experiences the
most sever motions. This can be seen in both cases when the wave height is at 1.25 m and 2.5
m. The maximum roll that is experienced at these wave heights is 2.58 m and 1.29 m for the
modal period of 8.247 seconds. Having said this, these values are only for speeds of 6 to 8
knots. For the speeds of 9 to 12 knots, the maximum roll that is experienced is once again
decreased to 1.67 m/s2 and 0.758 m/s2, as can be seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15 . When it
comes to the vertical acceleration, the bridge once again has the highest values of 1.75 m/s2
and .877 m/s2.

Figure 14 - JONSWAP:8.247s, 2.5m for Bridge
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Figure 15 - JONSWAP:8.247s, 1.25 m for Bridge

For the Mess and Stern Deck, the motions that can be experienced here are much less severe
than the ones on the bridge. This can be seen in
Table 6 as the values are much lower than the ones for the bridge. This is due to the fact that
these two locations are located fairly close to the VCG that is 3.42m, therefore allowing for
minimal motion exposure.
When it comes to the accommodation level, all three motions that are experienced are
minimal. This is once again due to the fact that this level is located very close to the VCG
therefore allowing for minimal exposure to the motions. The maximum roll that is
experienced at these wave heights is 0.0262 m and 0.0131 m for the modal period of 8.247
seconds. Once again, these values are only for speeds of 6 to 8 knots. For the speeds of 9 to
12 knots, the maximum roll that is experienced is once again decreased to 0.0169 m/s2 and
0.00847 m/s2, as can be seen in Figure 14 and Figure 17. When it comes to the vertical
acceleration, the bridge once again has the highest values of 1.49m/s2 and .00778 m/s2.
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Figure 16 - JONSWAP:8.247s, 2.5 m for Accommodation Level

Figure 17 - JONSWAP:8.247s, 1.25 m for Accommodation Level
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Due to the fact that for the accommodation level is a level where the special personnel rest,
minimal motions are required. This however has been achieved as the motions that are
experienced at this level are minimal. When it comes to the bridge, the motions that are
experienced are moderate. This nevertheless requires further recommendations in order to
improve the Seakeeping, and these can be found in the section below.
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Recommendations and Conclusions
The design that has been produced is only a preliminary and further development is highly
recommended if to make the design fully viable. Taking cost and practicability into
consideration the following design changes could be further researched and possible
implemented.
The hullform would be a major area of consideration as both the seakeeping and resistance
seem to be an area that could be improved. This could be achieved by altering the hullform
through:





Adopting a bulb. If this was to be considered additional research would be required.
This may mean if implemented correctly a full solution to the problem. Due to the
speeds that the vessel requires achieving the bulb wouldn’t be very big. This would
mean research into whether the cost of a bulb is worth the benefits.
Adopting a second chine. This will mean that the Seakeeping capabilities of the vessel
will improve as there is added damping to motions.
Starting to raise the chine earlier on the hull form will decrease the overall resistance
of the vessel.

Other areas of development include:


The structure developed for the hull and superstructure seems suitable. It could be
further developed in all areas especially for specific areas such as the location of the
crane, trawl winches and the thrusters. Further structural analysis could be conducted
on specific areas as well to deem whether the reinforcements adopted will be
sufficient.



Reduce the angle of the shaft. This will mean slightly relocating the engine. This
would ultimately benefit the propulsion setup and make it more efficient. At the same
time it may mean the size of the propeller used may need to reduce in diameter, but
due to greater thrust power as there will be the improvement in the propeller area this
would not be an issue.



As the general arrangement still has a few areas that need further development they
could be a focus point. Areas included:
o The wet areas on the main deck which could be modified to reduce congestion
o The bridge which could be changed to use the space more efficiently and
effectively.
o The engine room layout could be researched more in depth to come up with a
further accuracy for our design and the vessels hydrostatics.
o The tank layout could be developed further, with more researched conducted
into whether reducing the size of the tanks and increasing the number of tanks
would help the vessel with trim and free surface problems. This would also
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increase the redundancy of the fuel and water systems with smaller tanks and
more fuel lines providing more means of accessing the liquids if one line fails.
o The positioning of the bow and stern thrusters motors could be further
developed. Accessing them through the tank access point is not ideal as this
area should not be accessed while the vessel is at sea, meaning that the motors
would not be able to be worked on while at sea.


The propulsion method adopted is efficient and relatively cost effective. Further
research into other propulsion methods could be performed as well. By using a
propulsion device such as dual azimuth thrusters it will mean that there is no need for
stern thrusters which will mean that the skeg will be thinner with overall less
resistance. This would also mean that the dynamic positioning of the vessel will be
better. The efficiency of these alternate propulsive sources will probably be greater
than thrusters which would be another added benefit. It would need to be determined
though if the added costs with installation as well as more regular maintenance is
worth the increase in propulsive efficiency.



Produce a 3D render of the vessel. This will ultimately help in making some further
refinements. It enables visualisation of specific areas which helps to do this. The
aesthetics of the ship could also be developed of this render.

Overall the preliminary design that was developed would fulfil the brief proposed. Even
though this is the case, the design could definitely be further developed.
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Appendix A – Similar Vessel Survey
Table 7 - Similar Vessel Survey Summary
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Appendix B – Structural Particulars

Table 8 - Extrusion Particulars
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Appendix C – Structural Calculations
Table 9 - Structural Calculations Summary
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Appendix D – Weight Estimate
Table 10 - Weight Estimate Summary

Item

Displacement
(tonnes)

Accommodation
Level

4.57

Main Deck
Crew Deck
Engine Room
Bridge
Pumps
Propeller
Anchor & Chain
Solas Gear
Fire Fighting
Gear
Super Structure
Internal
Components
Structure
Miscellaneous
Winches
Work Boat
Tanks
Total

LCG (mm)

VCG (mm)

TCG (mm)

Longitudinal moment

Vertical
moment

Transverse
moment

202.9364

-10.041756

-2.801824

927.4193393

-45.89082563

-12.8043355

22.44

388.52414

63.9459106

2.67573811

8718.481721

1434.946233

60.04356312

5.07
14.85
0.95
0.3
6
2.032
0.3

94.580482

25.6961664

0.33762054

479.5230431

130.2795634

1.71173616

286.16087

-43.065068

8.6747458

4249.488966

-639.5162554

128.8199752

34.296459

10.3053822

0

32.58163651

9.790113101

0

7.7498097

-0.6913271

-1.5974578

2.324942896

-0.207398121
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Appendix E – Hydrostatics on Departure
Table 11 - Hydrostatic Data for Vessel on Departure

Figure 18 - Profile View of vessel On Departure
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Figure 19 - GZ Curve for vessel On Departure
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Table 12 - IMO Criteria for vessel On Departure
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Appendix F – Hydrostatics on Arrival

Table 13 - Hydrostatic Data for the vessel On Arrival

Figure 20 - Profile view of vessel On Arrival
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Figure 21 - GZ Curve for vessel On Arrival
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Table 14 - IMO Criteria for the vessel On Arrival
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Appendix G – Hydrostatics for Worst Case Scenario
Table 15 - Hydrostatic Data for the vessel at Worst Case Scenario

Figure 22 - Profile View of vessel at Worst Case Scenario
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Figure 23 - GZ Curve for vessel at Worst Case Scenario
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Table 16 - IMO Criteria for vessel at Worst Case Scenario
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Appendix H – General Drawings
Drawing 1 – Lines Plan
Drawing 2 – General Arrangement 1
Drawing 3 – General Arrangement 2
Drawing 4 – Tank Arrangement
Drawing 5 - Elevations

Appendix I – Structural Drawings
Drawing 6 – Frame Structure
Drawing 7 – Deck Structure
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Appendix J – Gantt Chart
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Week 13

Assignment Handout
Research
Research Rules
Revision
Similar Vessel Survey
Hull Designs
Revision
Basic GA

Final Submission

Revision

Revision
Detailed GA

Hydrostatics
Revision
Structural Calculations
Revision
Seakeeping
Revision

First Submission

Revision

Bluefin Trip

Detailed Hull Design

Resistance Calculations
Revision
Drawings
Constant Refinement
Report
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Appendix K –Machinery Specifications

Figure 24 - Main Engine Specifications

Figure 25 - Generator Specifications
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Figure 26 - Bow and Stern Thrusters Specifications

Figure 27 - Auxiliary Engine Specifications
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Figure 28 - Reverse Osmosis Machine Specifications
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Figure 29 - Sewage Treatment Plant Specifications
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Figure 30 - Work Boat Specifications
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Figure 31 - Crane Specifications
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Figure 32 - Trawl Winch Specifications
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Figure 33 - Net Drum Specifications
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